
 
 
 

Common Threads Volume 97 
 

A unique artists’ book by the extremely fabulous Candace Hicks 
(who hails from Nacogdoches, Texas) 

 
 

2019, hand-sewn embroidery on 6 cotton pages, #97 in an unlimited series of 134 (and counting) unique artists’ books. 
 
Common Threads Volume 97, has a stark and lovely tree-filled cover and really loses you in the coincidental woods. It 
contains references to counting crows, scrabble, dictionary writers, and ruminations on semiotics and linguistic 
philosophy, a favorite discourse of Hicks. The coincidental manifestations occur in two ‘sit coms’ Winter and Everything 
Under, and a real-life visit to Santa Fe. A tangential reference to Samuel Johnson brings in the classics which Hicks like to 
recontextualize within the mundanity of contemporary life.  
 
Common Threads is a series of hand-embroidered unique canvas books which copy the form and design of dime-store 
“composition” books.  The books themselves, self-consciously hand-made objects, are a record of coincidental 
occurrences generally gleaned from reading or mundane events.  The use of embroidery thread allows for the 
production of the text and image with the same mark and material, to make the text, image and substance of the book 
inseparable. One of the most well collected series of unique contemporary artists’ books in the history of the genre, 
more than 100 of these esoteric, eclectic, enigmatic and well-loved artworks are held by public and university libraries 
around the world. Rarely does comparative literature, book and textile design, tactile sculpture and pop culture visual 
studies cohere into what is essentially a gigantic global social sculpture that is critical, humorous, and profoundly 
perceptive. 
 
Storytelling is key to Candace Hicks’ artistic practice. There is an implied narrative in everything, even, as Hicks 
addresses with her work, in the seemingly pointless mental wheel spinning that is a part of daily life.  Her work 
acknowledges the unavoidability of simulation and the impossibility of originality.  Her choice of the book as a principle 
medium is due to the phenomenon of the book as authoritative.  Books provide an arena in which fiction can be 
accepted as fact and observations can take on a mythic narrative quality.  Her interest in books also stems from their 
inherent unity of text and image, which lends books continued relevance as a transmedia hybrid. 
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